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Abstract—With advent of Docker containers, an application deployment using container images gains popularity over scientific communities and major cloud providers to ease building reproducible environments. While a single base image can be imported multiple times from different containers to reduce storage consumption by a sharing technique, copy-on-write, duplicates of package dependencies are often observed over containers. In this paper, we propose new approaches to the container image management for eliminating duplicated dependencies. We create Common Core Components (3C) to share package dependencies by version control system commands; submodules and merge. 3C with submodules provides a collection of required libraries and tools in a separate branch, while keeping their base image same. 3C with merge offers a new base image including domain specific components thereby reducing duplicates in similar base images. Container images built with 3C enable efficient and compact software defined systems and disclose security information for tracking Common Vulnerability and Exposure (CVE). As a result, building application environments with 3C-enabled container images consumes less storage compared to existing Docker environments. Dependency information for vulnerability is provided in detail for further developments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Deployment for modern applications requires frequent changes for new features and security updates with a different set of libraries on various platforms. DevOps tools and containers are used to complete application deployments with scripts but there are problems to reuse and share scripts when a large number of software packages are required. For example, Ansible Galaxy - a public repository provides over ten thousand scripts (called roles) and Docker Hub has at least fourteen thousand container images but most of them are individualized and common libraries and tools are barely shared. This might be acceptable if a system runs only one or two applications without multi tenants but most systems in production need to consider how to run applications efficiently. Container technology i.e. Docker permits a repeatable build of an application environment using container image layers but redundant images with unnecessary layers are observed because of a stacked file system. In this paper, we introduce two approaches about building Common Core Components (3C) in containers therefore building application environments is optimized and contents are visible in detail for further developments.

Common Core Components is a collection of libraries and tools which aims to share dependencies at one place thereby minimizing storage usage for container images. Docker stores container images efficiently and gains speedup in launching a new container instance because images on union mounts reuse same contents i.e. identical image layers over multiple containers without creating copies. The copy-on-write technique adds a new layer to store changes and keeps the original unchanged. In practice, however, many duplicates of package dependencies are observed between old and new container images with version updates as well as containers in similar application groups. Docker images represent contents of image layers using a directed tree, and duplicates in child image layers can occur when a parent image layer is different although contents in child layers are same. This is normal in version control systems and the goal of 3C is to resolve these issues using dependency analysis and revision control functions. We notice that the build of Docker images is transparent through Dockerfile, a script for building a Docker image and Docker history metadata, therefore 3C is able to be established based on these information. The process of building 3C is following. First, installed packages are collected and then dependencies are analyzed. The two functions that we have chosen from version control systems; submodules and merge typically support unifying two separate repositories and branches. If there are containers that change software versions frequently but use same dependencies, the 3C with submodules provides an individual image layer to share dependencies but no changes in existing images. If there are containers that have similar interests but created by different users, the 3C with merge provides a new parent image layer to suggest common dependencies. The effectiveness and implementation of 3C are described in detail at the section III.

We demonstrate that 3C optimizes both consuming disk space and detecting security vulnerability by determining shared components of containers and analyzing dependencies. 3C also suggests a collection of the most commonly required dependencies from High Performance Computing Enhanced Apache Big Data Stack (HPC-ABDS) [1] and survey data, where sampling is done from public Dockerfiles and project repositories. Performance comparison is presented to show efficiency regarding to disk space usage against existing container images. 3C achieves improvements in storing Nginx container images by 37.3% and detects 109 duplicate dependencies out of 429 from survey data of the HPC-ABDS streams layer with 50% of overlaps. We illustrate security vulnerabilities for Ubuntu 16.04 according to system packages and libraries.
II. BACKGROUND

Reproducibility is ensured with container images which are stored in a stackable union filesystem, and "off the shelf" software deployment is offered through scripts e.g. Dockerfile to build an equivalent software environment across various platforms. Each command line of scripts creates a directory (called an image layer) to store results of commands separately. Container runs an application on a root filesystem merged by these image layers while a writable layer is added on top and other layers beneath it are kept as readable only, known as copy-on-write. The problem is that system-wide shared libraries and tools are placed on an isolated directory and it prevents building environments efficiently over multiple versions of software and among various applications that may use the same libraries and tools. We use collections of HPC-ABDS (Apache Big Data Stack) [1] and github API to present surveyed data in different fields about automated software deployments. In this case, we collected public Dockerfiles and container images from Docker Hub and github.com and analyzed tool dependencies using Debian package information.

A. Software Deployment for dynamic computing environments

Software development has evolved with rich libraries and building a new computing environment (or execution environment) requires a set of dependencies to be successfully installed with minimal efforts. The environment preparation on different infrastructures and platforms is a challenging task because each preparation has individual instructions to build a similar environment, not an identical environment. The traditional method of software deployment is using shell scripts. A system package manager such as apt, yum, dpkg, dnf and make help to automate installing, compiling, updating and removing tools but shell scripts can be easily difficult to understand once it handles more systems and various configurations. A large number of packages are actively updated and added to communities and proper managing in a universal way is necessary to deal with them sustainably. Python Package Index (PyPI) has 107,430 packages in 2017 with 40+ new packages on a daily basis. Public version control repository, Github.com has 5,649,489 repositories with about 20,000 daily added repositories. Most software packages, libraries and tools can be found on their website and using their API. DevOps tools i.e. Configuration management software supports automated installation with repeatable executions and better error handling compared to bash scripts but there is no industry standards for script formats and executions. Puppet, Ansible, Chef, CFEngine and Salt provide community contributed repositories to automate software installation, for example, Ansible Galaxy has 11353 roles available, Chef Supermarket has 3,261 cookbooks available although there are duplicated and inoperative scripts for software installation and configuration. Building dynamic computing environments on virtual environments is driven by these DevOps tools and container technologies during the last few years for its simplicity, openness, and shareability. Note that this effort is mainly inspired by the previous research activities [2], [3], [4], [5], [1], [6].

B. Scripts

Building compute environments needs to ensure reproducibility and constant deployment consistently [7], [8]. Most applications these days run with dependencies and setting up compute environments for these applications requires an exact version of software and configure systems with same options. Ansible is a DevOps tool and one of the main features is software deployment using a structured format, YAML syntax. Writing Ansible code is to describe action items in achieving desired end state, typically through an independent single unit. Ansible offers self-contained abstractions, named Roles, by assembling necessary variables, files and tasks in a single directory. For example, installing software A or configuring system B can be described as a single role. Compute environments are supplied with several software packages and libraries and selectively combined roles build compute environments where new systems require software packages and libraries installed and configured. Although the comprehensive roles have instructions stacked with tasks to complete a software deployment with dependencies, the execution of applications still need to be verified. In consequence, to preserve an identical results from the re-execution of applications, it is necessary to determine whether environments are fit for the original applications.

C. Containers with Dockerfile

Container technology has brought a lightweight virtualization with a Linux kernel support to enable a portable and reproducible environment across laptops and HPC systems. Container runtime toolkit such as Docker [9], rkt [10] and LXD [11] uses an image file to initiate a virtualized environment including necessary software packages and libraries without an hypervisor. These tools create an isolated environment on a same host operating system using the Linux kernel features such as namespaces, cgroups, seccomp, chroot and apparmor. Recent research [12] shows that containers outperform the traditional virtual machine deployments but running containers on HPC systems is still an undeveloped area. Shifter [13] and Singularity [14] have introduced to support containers on HPC with a portability and MPI support along with docker images. These efforts will be beneficial to scientific applications to conduct CPU or GPU intensive computations with easy access of container images. For example, a neuroimaging pipelines, BIDS Apps [15], is applied to HPCs using Singularity with existing 20 BIDS application images and Apache Spark on HPC Cray systems [16] is demonstrated by National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) using shifter with a performance data of big data benchmark. Both researches indicate that workloads for scientific applications and big data are manageable by container technologies on HPC systems with a reproducibility and portability.

Listing 1: Dockerfile Example

FROM ubuntu:14.04
MAINTAINER Hyungro Lee <lee212@indiana.edu>
RUN apt-get update && apt-get install -y \ 
    build-essential wget git
...
Dockerfile (See Listing 1) uses a custom template to describe installation steps of building docker images in a bash-like simple format. There are certain directives to indicate particular objectives of the commands, for example, FROM indicates a base image to use and RUN indicates actual commands to run. When an image is being generated, each directive of Dockerfile creates a single directory to store execution results of commands. Meta-data of these directories is recorded in a final image to provide a unified logical view by merging them. The tag for an image is a reference for stacked image layers. For example in Listing 1, `ubuntu:14.04` is a tag to import stacked image layers of Ubuntu 14.04 distribution and the following directives i.e. MAINTAINER and RUN, will be added. This allows users to import other image layers and start building own images.

### D. Environment Setup

Preparing environment is installing all necessary software, changing settings and configuring variables to make your application executable on target machines. Container technology simplifies these tasks using a container image which provides a repeatable and pre-configured environment to your application therefore you can spend more time on an application development rather than software installation and configuration. One of the challenges we found from container technologies in preparing environment is managing dependencies for applications. Container users who want to run applications with particular libraries have to find relevant container images otherwise they have to create a new image from scratch thereby bring in all required tools and libraries. One possible solution for this problem is to offer a common core component (3C) when environment is being built. We noticed that there is a common list of libraries for particular type of applications based on the survey from Docker images and Dockerfile scripts. The idea is to offer curated collection of libraries for domain-specific applications and use the list of libraries surveyed from communities. For example, libraries for linear algebra calculation i.e. liblapack-dev and libopenblas-dev are commonly used for applications in the analytics layer of HPC-ABDS according to the survey (shown in Table I). Additional package installation might be required if a suggested list of dependencies does not satisfy all requirements of an application.

### E. Package Dependencies

Software packages have many dependencies especially if the packages are large and complex. Package management software e.g. apt on Debian, yum on CentOS, dnf on Fedora and pkg on FreeBSD automates dependency installation, upgrading or removal through a central repository package and a package database. The information of package dependencies along with version numbers controls a whole process of software installation and avoids version conflicts and breaks. In addition, reverse dependencies show which packages will be affected if the current package is removed or changed. nodejs and ruby in Table I have a few dependencies but a large number of reverse dependencies exist. Software incompatibility can easily occur to other packages if these packages are broken or missing. Figure 1 shows relations between dependencies (depends), reverse dependencies (rdepends), package size (size) and package size including dependencies (total_size) among six different sections. Interestingly the size of package itself does not increase when the number of dependencies are incremented but it shows positive correlation between the number of dependencies and the total package size including dependencies. It explains that shared libraries are common for most packages to manage required files efficiently on a system. This is based on the survey of Docker scripts i.e. Dockerfile from public software repositories on github.com. Note that there are several package managers available on Linux distributions, see details in Table II.

### F. Application Domains

Debian packages are categorized in 57 sections ranging from administration utilities (abbreviation is admin) to X window system software (abbreviation is x11) and it helps us to better understand the purpose of a package. An application typically requires several packages installed and a certain choice of packages is found in common according to interests of applications. SciPy [17] is a collection of python packages for scientific computing, for example, and the dependencies include a math library i.e. libquadmath0 - GCC Quad-Precision Math Library and basic linear algebra packages i.e. libblas3 - shared library of BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines) and liblapack3 - Library of linear algebra routines 3. The classification of Big Data and HPC applications is well established in the HPC and Apache Big Data Stack (HPC-ABDS) layers [1]. Figure 2 shows six dependency sections for selected HPC-ABDS layers such as Layer 6) Application and Analytics - (Analytics with green dot), Layer 11B) NoSQL - (Nosql with purple dot) and Layer 14B) Streams - (Stream with beige dot). Library dependencies (2a) including development tools, utilities and compilers are observed in most layers as well as reverse dependencies (2b), especially in the analytics layer and the machine learning layer. Note that, the machine learning
layer is not a part of HPC-ABDS but is manually added to demonstrate other interesting collections as an example. Sub groups of the library section will be necessary to identify a common collection of dependencies for the particular application domains in detail.

G. Docker Images on Union Mounting

Union mount implementations e.g. of aufs and overlayfs enable Docker containers to have stackable image layers thereby ensuring storage efficiency for images where a base image layer includes common contents. Additional image layers only carry changes made to the base image while multiple containers share a same base image. This enables containers to reduce storage and booting up time when a new container starts. From a practical point of view, a base image is a set of common collection of dependencies for the particular application domains in detail.

TABLE I: Common Debian Packages from Sample Survey Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Package Type</th>
<th>file format</th>
<th>License</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dpkg</td>
<td>Debian</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>.deb</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>C, C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apt</td>
<td>Ubuntu</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>.deb</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nix</td>
<td>NixOS</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>.nix</td>
<td>LGPL</td>
<td>C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM</td>
<td>RedHat</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>.rpm</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dnf</td>
<td>Fedora</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>.rpm</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zypper</td>
<td>OpenSUSE</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>.rpm</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pacman</td>
<td>ArchLinux</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>.pkg.tar.xz</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pkg</td>
<td>FreeBSD</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>.txz</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Package managers of Linux Distributions

(a) Dependencies

(b) Reverse Dependencies

GPU-enabled computation including deep neural network on top of a Ubuntu or CentOS image. This approach is widely adopted because of the following reasons. First, “off the shelf” container images provide application environments to normal users and a standard collection of required software packages
is built for communities of interest. It is also more convenient to update a single base image rather than multiple images, if there are changes to apply. Note that using a same base image reduces storage in its database and avoids duplicates. We see a flattened view of docker images from Figure 3. Base images start from scratch as a first image layer and most applications are diverged out from base images.

III. RESULTS

While there are advantages of using layered file systems for containers, we noticed that redundancy in storing docker container images exists. The duplication of image contents occurs when an identical software installation completes with different parents of an image layer. As shown in Figure 4, tree structure is preserved to represent container images, for example, two images (#1 and #2) are identified as a distinct image although the change applied to them is indistinguishable. In this section, we demonstrate two approaches of reducing these duplicates using package dependencies.

A. Common Core Components

The general software deployment retrieves and installs dependencies to complete installation and ensure proper execution of software on a target machine. As shown in Figure 5, Nginx, a lightweight HTTP server, requires 40 more libraries and tools installed, although Nginx itself is only about 3MB of an installed size. We identify these package dependencies and define them as common Core Components (3C).

B. Approach I: Common Core Components by Submodules

In version control systems, submodules keep repository commits separate but allow cloning other repositories in a sub directory. With submodules, common core components (3C) can be dispatched but in a separated image layer (See Figure 6). This approach lets you include an image layer without concerning a parent image layer and reduces duplicates without creating a new base image. 3C is supposed to contain dependencies for application and we can find out the dependency information after reviewing current docker images with Dockerfiles and searching package manager databases. Dockerfile is a text file and a blueprint of building an image and installation commands are recorded to replicate an image anytime. Dockerfile has RUN directives to execute commands and package manager commands i.e. apt-get and yum are executed with RUN to install libraries and tools. Dependencies of these libraries and tools are described in a package manager cache file (Packages) and stored in its internal database. 3C is built by looking up dependency information from the database with package keywords obtained from Dockerfile. Docker history can be used to examine image construction or composition if Dockerfile is not available. In Figure 7, we created Nginx-3C (about 59.1MB) and re-generated Nginx docker images including the new 3C. The current Nginx docker has 9 individual images (in total 1191.5MB) among various versions of Nginx ranging from 1.9 to 1.13. The base image also varies from Debian 9 (in a slim package) to Debian Jessie 8.4 and 8.5. Whereas the size of new images including Nginx-3C increase about 2.9MB per each version change. The accumulated size of new images is 747.1MB in total to provide 9 individual Nginx images from version 1.9 to 1.13. 37.3% improvements regarding to storing docker images is observed compared to the current Nginx docker images. We notice that 3C by submodules reduce duplicates of contents, especially if software changes its versions but uses equivalent libraries. Nginx 1.9.0 and 1.13.0 have similar constraints of dependencies including version numbers. According to the Debian package information, the similar constraints are following: C library greater than or equal to 2.14 (libc6), Perl 5 Compatible Regular Expression Library greater than or equal to 1.8.35 (libpcre3), Secure Sockets Layer toolkit greater than or equal to 1.0.1 and zlib compression library greater than or equal 1:1.2.0 (zlib1g). Backward compatibility of libraries is ensured for general packages therefore 3C with the latest version of dependencies may cover most cases.
C. Approach II: Common Core Components by Merge

The goal of this approach is preparing compute environments on the premises with domain specific common core components merged into a base image. New base images are offered with the common core components of applications. Similar application images (such as Image #1 and #2) in Figure 8 branched out from a same parent image layer. The storage might not be saved if not many images refer a same master image. One of the benefits of this approach is updating base images. Newly discovered components or vulnerable packages are updated and included through updates. Once a number of images sharing a same base image incremented, an additional survey can be conducted to follow trends of development tools and applications. In addition to that, outdated packages can be removed from the 3C. Docker offers 'bring-your-own-environment’ (BYOE) using Dockerfile to create images and users can have individual images by writing Dockerfile. We observe that developers and researchers store Dockerfile on a source code version control repository i.e. github.com along with their applications. Luckily, GitHub API offers an advanced keyword search for various use and Dockerfile in particular domains is collected using API tools. Besides, we did a survey of package dependencies for application domains using the collection of HPC-ABDS and built 3C according to the survey data. To construct suitable environments with minimal use of storage, finding an optimal set of dependencies per each domain is critical. As shown in Figure 9, we found that relations between the size of components and the number of components as well as the percentage of common components among images. The first subplot for the streams layer shows that the size of most common components (between 40% and 100%) is increased slowly compared to the least common components. Based on the sample data, 109 out of 429 packages are appeared 50% of Docker images in the streams layer. Other layers of HPC-ABDS are also examined.

IV. DISCUSSION

We achieved application deployments using Ansible in our previous work [18]. In the DevOps phase, configuration management tool i.e. Ansible automates software deployment to provide fast delivery process between development and operations [19] but preserving environments for applications is not ensured unless all required repositories are preserved.
Linux containers resolve this problem but their scripts are not organized like DevOps tools. Instructions of DevOps tools are written in structured document formats i.e. YAML, JSON, and Ruby DSL, and there are benefits of using DevOps scripts like Ansible Roles that we wrote in our previous work. Various terminologies i.e. recipes, manifests, and playbooks are used to manage systems and deploy software but all of them have similar concepts and abstract levels. We also notice that these scripts can be converted to build container images, and vice versa if any of DevOps scripts need to be called in building compute environments. For example, Table IV shows that 27 Ansible roles are created to deploy software components among six NIST use cases in Table III. Some of the roles such as Apache Hadoop and Spark are shared frequently and we intend to provide more roles in building Big Data applications. With the experience from NIST projects [18], a few challenging tasks are identified in DevOps tools, a) offering standard Ansible Roles to ease application development with different tools, and b) integrating container technologies towards application-centric deployments. Infrastructure provisioning need to be integrated to avoid resource underutilization. We defer these considerations to future work.

V. RELATED WORK

A. Template-Based Software Deployment

Template deployment is a means of installing software and building infrastructure by reading instructions written in a templating language such as YAML, JSON, Jinja2 or Python. The goal of a template deployment is to offer easy installa-
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Fig. 9: Common Core Components for HPC-ABDS
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Fig. 10: Example of Security Vulnerabilities for Ubuntu 16.04 based on Libraries

<p>| Table III: NIST Big Data Projects |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>Fingerprint Matching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>Human and Face Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td>Twitter Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4</td>
<td>Analytics for Healthcare Data / Health Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N5</td>
<td>Spatial Big Data/Spatial Statistics/Geographic Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6</td>
<td>Data Warehousing and Data Mining</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Table IV: Technology used in a subset of NIST Use Cases. A ✓ indicates that the technology is used in the given project. See Table III for details on a specific project. The final row aggregates ✓ across projects. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Hadoop</th>
<th>Mesos</th>
<th>Spark</th>
<th>Storm</th>
<th>Pig</th>
<th>Hive</th>
<th>Drill</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>MongoDB</th>
<th>Mahout</th>
<th>HDFS and Tableau</th>
<th>mlbase</th>
<th>Lucene/Solr</th>
<th>OpenNebula</th>
<th>Python</th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>Ganglia</th>
<th>Nagios</th>
<th>zookeeper</th>
<th>Alchemy/API</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table](image3.png)

TABLE III: NIST Big Data Projects

A ✓ indicates that the technology is used in the given project. See Table III for details on a specific project. The final row aggregates ✓ across projects.
of a union file system, i.e. Copy-on-write (COW) and a namespace isolation and is used to build an application environment by importing an existing container image [14], [13], [23]. The container runtime tools on HPC e.g. Singularity, Shifter and chroot import Docker container images and wish to provide an identical environment on HPC as one on other platforms.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented two approaches to minimize image duplicates using package dependencies, named Common Core Components (3C). The current stacked docker images create redundancies of storing contents in several directories when software packages are installed with different parent image layers and we build dependency packages that mostly shared with other images and provide where it needs. First approach is building 3C based on the analysis of current Docker images and scripts i.e. Dockerfile and combines with a master image using submodules. This is useful where software is updated frequently with new versions but equivalent dependencies are shared. In our experiment, Nginx with 3C shows 37.3% improvements in saving image layers compared to the current docker images. The other approach is building 3C based on the surveyed data for application domains and provides a certain set of dependencies to provide a common collection for various applications. Besides that, security concerns are raised with container technologies and inspecting Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) is inevitable to prevent attacks. Improving security using dependency information from 3C is promising to detect security bugs and mitigate possible security issues. For example, Ubuntu 16.04 packages have several CVEs and the dependency graph (Figure 10) represents affected packages with version numbers and vulnerability severity ratings from NIST National Vulnerability Database (NVD). Our future work is to indicate security information using dependencies and suggest fixed versions of packages to update.
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